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32. Glencoe Swale Streamshed (Local Site #32, portion of Regional Site #6)1
2

a. Site Characteristics and Features3
4

(1) General Description and Site Location5
6

The Glencoe Swale streamshed contains the main stem of Glencoe Swale from its7
confluence with McKay Creek (and a small piece of McKay Creek) extending north-8
northeasterly to NW 253rd Avenue.  There is also one tributary that is a division of Glencoe9
Swale (GSTrib1).  As shown on Figure 4-32a, Glencoe Swale Vicinity Map, nearly all of the10
2,172 acres of the urban portion of the Glencoe Swale streamshed  are located within the11
City of Hillsboro, including 79 acres of the 203-acre Shute Road industrial site that was12
recently annexed.  Amendments to the city’s comprehensive plan and zoning ordinance have13
been adopted to provide specifically for “high-tech product manufacturing uses” on this14
industrial site.  Another section of the Shute Road site is included in the Waible Gulch15
streamshed analysis.16

17
The site contains approximately 332 acres of significant riparian/upland resources, 141 acres18
of Inner Impact Area according to Metro’s Riparian Corridor and Wildlife Habitat19
Inventory, with 1,969 acres designated outer impact area.  The combined total area of land20
covered by resource and inner impact area is 473 acres.21

22
(2) Conflicting Use Category23

24
As shown in Figure 4-32b, Conflicting Uses Map, and in Table 4-32a below, the Glencoe25
Swale Streamshed contains primarily land classified as OU conflicting uses.  Over half of the26
land is zoned for single family residential development.  Approximately 205 acres (15%) of27
the total land area classified as OU contains significant natural resources.  Only 54 acres28
(8%) of the land classified as HIU contains significant natural resources.29

30
Table 4-32a

Glencoe Swale - Conflicting Use Categories

Conflicting Use Category Resource
Acres

Local Site
Acres

High Intensity Urban 54 692
Other Urban 205 1,392
Future Urban 0 88
Non-Urban 73 270
Total* 332 2,442
* Total acreage is less than established streamshed total due to
rights-of-way with no zoning and other GIS anomalies.

31
(3) Existing Land Uses32

33
Based on the 2002 Metro Vacant Land Study, approximately 68% (1,667 acres) of the34
Glencoe Swale streamshed is developed and 32% (771 acres) is vacant.  Of the 241 acres of35
vacant resource land and inner impact area, 66% (158 acres) are in the floodplain, and 23%36
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(57 acres) are Hillsboro Significant Natural Resource Overlay (SNRO) District constrained1
lands.  In some areas, the SNRO District extends beyond the Title 3 Vegetated Corridor.2
The percentage of developed, vacant and constrained land is shown in Table 4-32b.3
The OU area in the western portion of Glencoe Swale streamshed is highly parcelized,4
whereas, the HIU and NU areas are not highly parcelized. Overall, the streamshed contains5
4,420 parcels with an average lot size of 0.48 acres.  The average lot size for the parcels6
containing significant resources and inner impact area is larger, about 1.28 acres.7

8
The highly developed nature of the Glencoe Swale streamshed is reflected in high9
percentages of effective impervious area (EIA) throughout the site, with approximately 59%10
of the site having between 31-40% EIA.  Most of the remaining land (36%) has an EIA11
between 21-30%.  At a smaller scale, undeveloped areas including resource land are likely to12
have EIA coverage that is much lower, probably less than 5%.13

14
(4) Natural Features15

16
As shown in Figure 4-32c, Metro Regionally Significant Resources Inventory Map, Glencoe17
Swale extends from its confluence with McKay Creek near the intersection of NE18
Harewood Street and NW Glencoe Road north-northeasterly along the south edge of the19
Emma Jones Nature Preserve across NW Evergreen Road to its headwaters.  The part of20
Glencoe Swale that lies within the city of Hillsboro consists of three reaches (GS1, GS2,21
GS3) and one tributary (GSTrib1), each with different environmental characteristics.  The22
lowest reach -- GS3 and GSTrib1, located east of the confluence of Glencoe Swale with23
McKay Creek, contain high quality wetlands (highest ecological function) according to the24
City of Hillsboro Local Wetlands Inventory (LWI).  GS2, located north of NE Harewood25
Street extending north-northeasterly to NE 15th Avenue, contains moderate quality26
wetlands.  The upper reach – GS1 which has been channelized, was found to be locally non-27
significant.  The riparian upland wildlife habitat for GSTrib1 is high quality (high wildlife28
function) and GS2 is low quality, although good connectivity can be found.29

30
According to Metro’s Riparian Corridor and Wildlife Habitat Inventory, the McKay Creek31
Regional Site #6 (3,843 acres) contains predominantly low to medium gradient streams, with32
9% of the site in the floodplain.  A small percentage (4%) of the land within this site33
contains wetland resources.  There is a relatively high amount of piping/culverting (31% of34
all stream miles), within the site and about 13% of non-piped streams being DEQ 303(d)35
quality limited.36

37
As mentioned above, the Glencoe Swale streamshed represents a portion of Metro Regional38
Site #6. According to the Tualatin Basin Existing Environmental Health Report (EEHR),39
the overall health of the Regional Site #6 is identified as Fair. The Key Criteria Summary in40
the EEHR provides the following overall ratings for the seven Environmental Health41
Criteria utilized in determining the site’s overall environmental health:42

43
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Only about 13% of the lands within the Regional Site are classified as wildlife habitat1
(including Habitats of Concern) in Metro’s Riparian Corridor and Wildlife Habitat2
Inventory, ranking it last among the 27 regional resource sites.  Habitat types within this3
resource site co-dominated by conifer/hardwood forest cover, agricultural lands and4
wetlands.  There are no recorded Species of Concern sighting locations within this site.  The5
wildlife patches for this regional site were characterized by Metro as having moderate6
fragmentation with fairly good water resources.7

8
As shown on Figure 4-32d, Glencoe Swale Floodplain and Water Quality Regulated Areas9
Map, 158 acres (33%) of the total 473 acres of resource land and inner impact area are also10
designated as floodplain.11

12
(5) Analysis Categories13

14
As shown in Table 4-32b, the 2,442 acres within the Glencoe Swale site contain three of the15
four conflicting use categories: 1,392 acres of OU, 692 acres of HIU, and 270 acres of NU.16
Of the 332 acres of resources, 49% is Class I, 24% is Class II, and 27% is Class III.  Most of17
the resource acreage is classified as OU, with about 49% (the majority) containing Class I18
resources. For resource land that falls within the SNRO District, most is OU (roughly 95%),19
with approximately 70% of it containing Class I resources.20

21
Table 4-32b

Acres and Percentages of Glencoe Swale Streamshed by Analysis Categories

AS PERCENT OF TOTAL
CONFLICTING USE

CATEGORY
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Description Acres % of Total
Site

% Vacant % Flood
Plain

%
Developed

1A Class I Resource Values 18 0.7% 2.5% 2.3% 0.0%
1B Class II Resource Values 14 0.6% 1.7% 0.3% 0.1%
1C Class III Resource Values 22 0.9% 3.0% 0.0% 0.1%
1D Inner Impact Area 17 0.7% 1.6% 0.0% 0.7%
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1E Outer Impact Area 621 25.4% 40.5% 0.0% 49.3%
total HIU category percentages 28.3% 49.3% 2.6% 50.3%
TOTAL HIU ACRES 692

2A Class I Resource Values 121 5.0% 2.9% 6.5% 5.7%
2B Class II Resource Values 55 2.3% 1.8% 1.1% 2.2%
2C Class III Resource Values 29 1.2% 0.4% 0.9% 1.7%
2D Inner Impact Area 86 3.5% 0.6% 0.0% 5.5%
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2E Outer Impact Area 1,101 45.1% 3.2% 0.0% 75.9%
total OU category percentages 57.0% 9.1% 8.5% 90.9%
TOTAL OU ACRES 1,392

3A Class I Resource Values 0 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
3B Class II Resource Values 0 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

F u

3C Class III Resource Values 0 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
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Table 4-32b
Acres and Percentages of Glencoe Swale Streamshed by Analysis Categories

AS PERCENT OF TOTAL
CONFLICTING USE
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Description Acres % of Total

Site

% Vacant % Flood
Plain

%
Developed

3D Inner Impact Area 0 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

% of Total
Site

3E Outer Impact Area 88 3.6% 87.5% 0.0% 12.5%
total FU category percentages 3.6% 87.5% 0.0% 12.5%
TOTAL FU ACRES 88

4A Class I Resource Values 24 1.0% 8.5% 6.3% 0.4%
4B Class II Resource Values 12 0.5% 4.1% 0.7% 0.0%
4C Class III Resource Values 37 1.5% 12.6% 0.7% 1.1%
4D Inner Impact Area 38 1.6% 11.5% 0.0% 2.6%N
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4E Outer Impact Area 159 6.5% 47.4% 0.0% 11.5%
total NU category percentages 11.1% 84.1% 7.8% 15.6%
TOTAL NU ACRES 270

TOTAL for STREAMSHED 2,442 100.0% 31.6% 6.5% 68.3%
1

b. Site-Specific Economic Factors and Consequences2
Due to the primarily built-out nature of land within Glencoe Swale site, new limits upon3
conflicting uses on developed residential parcels will at best be neutral.  Limits on4
development of remaining undeveloped parcels could reduce future residential capacity.5
There are also a few undeveloped parcels within the resource areas that lie within Hillsboro’s6
Regulatory Floodplain District.  The general ALP recommendation for OU lands lying7
within the SNRO District reflects the city’s economic priority except for resources with an8
“Allow” or “Moderately Limit” recommendation.  The proposed adjustment for these9
resources would be an increase to “Strictly Limit” to be consistent with the SNRO District10
protection level.11

12
A portion of the Glencoe Swale site that lies within the SNRO District consists of HIU land13
with industrial (M-P) zoning.  To be consistent with the SNRO District protection level,14
adjustments to the general ALP recommendation are proposed as follows: wetland resources15
with “Lightly Limit (1B) ” to “ Moderately Limit; resources with “Lightly Limit (1B)” lying16
within the impact area for the SNRO District to “Lightly Limit (1D)”.  (See section g.17
Program Recommendations for the programmatic issues regarding the definition of18
“Lightly Limit”).19

20
North of NW Evergreen Road is unincorporated county land with AF-5, AF-20 and EFU21
zoning, some of which is currently being considered by Metro for addition to the UGB to22
meet the regional 20-year industrial land need.  If some of this area is added to the UGB in23
June 2004, the Non-Urban (NU) designation and general ALP recommendation for NU24
lands would need to be changed to the ALP recommendation for HIU land and re-analyzed25
if appropriate.26
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1
c. Site-Specific Social Factors and Consequences2

Significant portions of Glencoe Swale (GS2) are in public ownership and a part of GS2 is3
located adjacent to Glencoe High School, thus providing a unique educational opportunity.4
Along GS2, the increased level of protection provided in the SNRO District is appropriate5
to protect the high social value for this part of the Glencoe Swale Streamshed.   Local6
residents have also recognized the social importance of GSTrib1 where significant portions7
of the tributary and upland riparian wildlife habitat area are within the Jackson School8
Homeowners Association open space providing an amenity to residents of the subdivision.9
The recommendations for adjustment to the general ALP recommendation as described in10
the site-specific economic factors and consequences section also provide an increase in11
protection that is appropriate based on social factors for GS2.  The remainder of the12
Glencoe Swale Streamshed is not of high social importance locally, therefore no adjustment13
to the general ALP recommendation is needed for these areas.14

15
d. Site-Specific Environmental Factors and Consequences16

Metro approved draft riparian corridor and wildlife habitat inventory maps that depict17
primary and secondary scores for riparian and wildlife habitat functions.  Within the Glencoe18
Swale streamshed, for the most part, the higher primary scores for riparian function – 2419
points or greater are assigned to significant resources within Hillsboro’s SNRO District.20
There are a few areas where regional riparian resources lying within the impact area for21
Hillsboro’s SNRO District have riparian scores of 25, 24, 12, 7 points or less.  This is due to22
the way that Metro’s functions are defined and measured.  The majority of riparian resources23
that extend beyond the impact area for Hillsboro’s SNRO District received low riparian24
scores – 3 points or less, with most scoring only 1 to 2 points for secondary functions.25

26
The wildlife habitat scores for wetland resources (Glencoe Swale) that lie within the SNRO27
District received medium scores of 4 to 6 points.  Additionally, the habitat scores are28
distributed a bit differently than the riparian, with the lower reaches of Glencoe Swale (GS3,29
GSTrib1, southwest of NW Connell Avenue and southeast of NW Glencoe Road/NE30
Harewood Street) receiving a medium-high score – 6 points, GS2 receiving a score of 431
points (northwest of NW Glencoe Road/NE Harewood Street to NE Jackson School Road,32
and east of NE 15th Avenue to NE 25th Avenue), and the remaining portion of GS233
receiving a score of 5 points (east of NE Jackson School Road to NE 15th Avenue.  Wildlife34
habitat resources that lie outside of the SNRO District mostly have low scores – 2-3 points.35
These lower scoring areas can be characterized as consisting primarily of low-structure36
vegetation/undeveloped soils.  There are two areas that are an exception to this, which are37
located south of NW Evergreen Road, east of NE Jackson School Road on both sides of38
GS2, and east of NE Geraldine Drive, north of GSTrib1.  The latter received a wildlife score39
of 6, and the former a score of 5 points.  These areas are characterized as trees within a40
developed residential area connected to the SNRO District by a few trees.41

42
According to the Tualatin Basin Existing Environmental Health Report (EEHR), the overall43
health of Regional Site #6 that this Streamshed falls within is fair.  The EEHR generally44
examines the entire regional site, not specifically the streamshed, so the conclusions of this45
report are not fully applicable to each individual streamshed.46

47
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1
Site-specific information for the Glencoe Swale streamshed indicates ratings that vary a bit2
from the overall Regional Site ratings.  These variations are as follows:3

• Southwest of the intersection of N First Avenue/NE Harewood Street (GS3) the4
overall rating is fair, with very good ratings for bank stability, number of pieces of5
large wood and large woody debris potential.6

• East of the intersection of N First Avenue/NE Harewood Street (GSTrib1) the7
overall rating is poor to fair, with very good ratings for bank stability, pieces of large8
wood and tree canopy (varies along the tributary);9

• Northeast of the intersection of N First Avenue/NE Harewood Street (GS2)10
extending to Emma Jones Nature Preserve (NE Charlois Drive) the overall rating is11
good, with very good ratings for bank stability, number of pieces of large wood, large12
woody debris potential, invasive species, and stream flow;13

• East of Emma Jones Nature Preserve extending to NE 25th Avenue (GS2) the14
overall rating is fair, with a very good rating for stream flow;15

• East of NE 25th Avenue extending to NW Evergreen Road (GS1) the overall rating16
is poor, with high ratings for bank stability and stream flow; and17

• Northeast and Southeast branches of GS1 (data is not available).18
19

The acknowledged City of Hillsboro’s Natural Resources Inventory (NRI), which includes20
the Local Wetlands Inventory (LWI), rated the wetland resources for Glencoe Swale (GS1,21
GS2, GS3), and Glencoe Swale Tributary 1 for wildlife habitat, fish habitat, water quality,22
and hydrologic control functions as follows:23

24
Wetland FunctionsCreek Name

Wildlife
Habitat

Fish
Habitat

Water
Quality

Hydrologic
Control

GS1 Medium Medium Medium Medium
GS2 Medium Medium High High
GS3, GSTrib1 Medium High High High

25
The wetland resources for GS3 and GSTrib1 are “highly valuable” resources.  The GS226
wetland resource is a “very valuable” resource, or of lesser quality than a “highly valuable”27
wetland.  GS1 is not locally significant, and therefore is not subject to SNRO District28
regulations.29

30
Riparian Habitat FunctionsCreek Name

Wildlife
Habitat

Water Quality
Protection

Ecological
Integrity

Connectivity Uniqueness

GS2 Medium High Medium High Low
GSTrib1 High High High High Medium

31
The riparian and upland resources for GSTrib1 are “highly valuable” resources.  GS232
riparian and upland resources are “valuable”, or of lesser quality than GSTrib1.33
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1
For the Glencoe Swale site, the city believes its Natural Resources Inventory has more2
detailed site-specific environmental information regarding the environmental functions and3
values for significant regional resources within the SNRO District than indicated in Metro’s4
Fish and Wildlife Habitat Inventory or in the EEHR, regarding wetlands, riparian corridors5
and wildlife habitat.  For significant regional resources, including wetlands, riparian and6
wildlife habitat resources lying within the area covered by Hillsboro’s LWI, which identifies7
these resources as “highly valuable”, a greater degree of protection such as “Strictly Limit” is8
appropriate.  For those same resources considered to be “very valuable”, a lesser degree of9
protection such as “Moderately Limit” is appropriate.  Lastly, for resources considered to be10
“valuable”, a lesser degree of protection such as “Lightly Limit” is appropriate. (See g.11
Program Recommendations for proposed changes).12

13
In general for the Glencoe Swale site, the type of regional resource that falls outside of14
Hillsboro’s NRI mainly consists of the following: 1) non-locally significant wetlands and15
areas with low-structure vegetation/undeveloped soils located within Hillsboro’s Industrial16
Sanctuary and adjacent to GS3 (residential area); and 2) scattered trees in existing residential17
development.  Some of the regional resources lie within the impact area of Hillsboro’s18
SNRO District, and as such, would be afforded some protection if development proposed19
within the impact area would adversely impact the adjacent natural resource.20

21
e. Site-Specific Energy Factors and Consequences22

Other than a planned multi-use path connection that runs along GSTrib1 from J.B. Hamby23
Park to NE Harewood Street, there are no site-specific energy factors for this site.  This24
connection is shown in the city’s Transportation System Plan as necessary for pedestrian and25
bicycle connectivity.  Under the city’s SNRO regulations, low impact or passive outdoor26
recreation facilities and trails, that are compatible with preserving natural resource functions27
are allowed outright within impact areas or Level 1 Resource areas (equivalent to “Lightly28
Limit”).  For multi-use trails that are proposed within Level 2 or Level 3 Resource areas29
(equivalent to “Moderately Limit” or “Strictly Limit”) that could adversely impact the30
resource, some mitigation would be required.31

32
f. Site-Specific ESEE Recommendation33

This section summarizes local adjustments proposed to the general ALP recommendation34
agreed upon by the Natural Resources Coordinating Committee that would be made basin-35
wide and reflected in the general ALP maps.  Table 4-32c indicates the local adjustment to36
the general ALP recommendation for the Glencoe Swale Streamshed.37

38
• RSIA Lands (Type 1):39

A portion of the site contains RSIA lands consisting of Port of Portland property.  A40
locally non-significant wetland -- GS1, is located mostly on Port property (Hillsboro41
Airport).  The Port submitted wetland delineations for its properties, including this42
site to Metro requesting corrections to Metro’s Fish and Wildlife Habitat Inventory43
map.  The proposed changes to the general ALP recommendations are as follows:44
for the wetland resources that lie within Title 3 regulated areas and are protected45
through CWS vegetated corridor regulations, from “Moderately Limit” to “Allow”;46
for regional resources that lie beyond the Title 3 regulated area, from “Lightly Limit47
(1B, 1C)” to “Allow”.48
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1
• Local Goal 5 Program provides a higher level of protection (Type 2):2

Adjustments were made to Glencoe Swale Reaches 2 and 3, Glencoe Swale Tributary3
1 and McKay Creek to increase the level of protection in the general ALP4
recommendation for regional resources that lie within Hillsboro’s SNRO District.5

6
Table 4-32c

Glencoe Swale - ESEE Recommendation by Analysis Categories

Adjustments to General RecommendationAnalysis
Category

Description
General

Rec.
Type 1:
RSIA

Type 2:
Local G5

Type 3:
Consistent
Resource
Protection

Type 4:
Approved

Development

Type 7:
Incorrect

CU
Category

1A HIU Areas with Class I Resources ML A SL
1B HIU Areas with Class II Resources LL A SL, ML
1C HIU Areas with Class III Resources LL A SL, ML
1D HIU Areas in Inner Impact Area LL A
1E HIU Areas in Outer Impact Area A SL, LL
2A OU Areas with Class I Resources SL
2B OU Areas with Class II Resources ML SL
2C OU Areas with Class III Resources LL SL, ML
2D OU Areas in Inner Impact Area LL
2E OU Areas in Outer Impact Area A

7
g. Program Recommendations for Chapter 58

This section lists adjustments to the general ALP recommendation still under consideration9
and program recommendations associated with those proposed adjustments or general10
program recommendations for the Glencoe Swale Streamshed.  The proposed adjustments11
to the general ALP recommendation are organized by topic.12

13
• General Program Recommendation:14

For regional resources of lower environmental quality, the city recommends that15
non-regulatory or design program components be used in order to provide the16
appropriate level of protection and focus mitigation or restoration efforts on17
resources that have higher environmental functions and values that will provide a18
greater system-wide improvement in environmental health.19

20
• Definition of Lightly Limit for Class II, III Regional Resources and Inner Impact21

Area22
In program development, the definition of “Lightly Limit” for Class II, III Regional23
Resources and Inner Impact Area needs to clearly distinguish between protections24
provided for regional resources vs. non-resource areas, and the difference between25
“Lightly Limit” protections for Class II vs. Class III resources.  Additionally, because26
there is no distinction made between Riparian/Wildlife resources and Upland27
Wildlife resources (since the two types of regional resources were collapsed into28
three classes), the program should clearly state if and how these types of resources29
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would be treated differently in terms of the measures of protection provided (e.g.1
“Lightly Limit”).2

3
• Regional Resources within the Impact Area for Local Goal 5 Regulatory Programs:4

There are low value regional resources that lie within the impact area for the SNRO5
District that consist of low-structure vegetation/undeveloped soils located within6
Hillsboro’s Industrial Sanctuary adjacent to GS2 and GS1, and to GS3 (residential7
area), and scattered trees in existing residential development.  These regional8
resources lying within the impact area would be afforded some protection by SNRO9
District regulations if proposed development would adversely impact the adjacent10
natural resource.  Because these regional resources are of lower environmental11
quality than those protected by SNRO District regulations, it is appropriate to reduce12
the level of protection specified in the general ALP recommendation for these13
resources to a level that is consistent with the level of protection provided for the14
SNRO District impact area.  Therefore, the city reserves the right to revisit this issue15
during program development and potentially reduce the level of protection for these16
areas to “Lightly Limit” or “Allow”.17

18
• Regional Resources lying beyond the Impact Area for Local Goal 5 Regulatory19

Programs:20
There are two types of regional resources that lie beyond the SNRO District impact21
area.  The first type consists of regional resources that were inventoried by the city in22
its NRI and found to be locally non-significant under Goal 5, and the second23
consists of regional resources that the city did not consider to be resource areas in its24
Goal 5 inventory.  The types of regional resources in the latter category include low-25
structure vegetation/undeveloped soils, trees in developed neighborhoods,26
disconnected resource fragments, and water quality/detention facilities or former27
farm ponds.  Most of these resources are lower quality resources having a general28
ALP recommendation of “Lightly Limit”, although a few areas with trees in29
developed neighborhoods have a “Moderately Limit” recommendation.  Because30
these regional resources were not found to be locally significant under Goal 5, or31
were not included in the city’s Goal 5 inventory, it is appropriate to reduce the32
general ALP recommendation for these resources.  Therefore, the city reserves the33
right to revisit this issue during program development and potentially reduce the34
level of protection for these areas to “Lightly Limit” or “Allow”.35

36
• Industrial Lands:37

The primary issue within the Glencoe Swale Streamshed is that the general ALP38
recommendation for resources on industrial lands does not accurately its high39
economic importance (these lands are part of Hillsboro’s Industrial Sanctuary, a40
critical component of regional and state economies), or the low environmental41
quality of resources in this area.  Additionally, restrictions beyond what is required in42
Title 3 regulated areas would have a negative economic impact.  With the exception43
of one site (M-2 zoning) in the Glencoe Swale Streamshed (where the city reserves44
the right to revisit the ALP recommendation during the program development), the45
level of protection provided by the city’s SNRO District accurately reflects local,46
regional and state economic priorities and lower environmental quality of the47
resources.  Other overlapping issues for industrially zoned resource sites include:48
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1
1. An isolated upland wildlife habitat site – U13 (not significant under Goal 5 due2

to their poor environmental quality) that is regionally significant, with a general3
ALP recommendation that provides protection for a portion of the isolated4
upland wildlife habitat area (but not all of it) where none is currently provided.5
A reduction in the level of protection for this locally non-significant resource is6
appropriate. The isolated upland wildlife habitat area is located on the Komatsu7
property east of NW 264th Avenue, south of NW Evergreen Road.  This site has8
M-P zoning and was found to be locally non-significant due to low9
environmental quality, level of disturbance and presence of invasive species10
throughout.11

12
2. For regional resources consisting of low-structure/undeveloped soils that lie13

beyond the impact area for the SNRO District, the city reserves the right to14
revisit the ALP recommendation of “Lightly Limit (1C)” and potentially reduce15
the level of protection to “Allow”.16

17
• Upland Trees in Developed Neighborhoods/Disconnected Resource Fragments:18

As mentioned above, upland trees in developed neighborhoods that are either19
connected to the riparian resource or disconnected (i.e. resource fragments) make up20
some of the regional resources that lie within or beyond the SNRO District impact21
area.  The primary issue for the city is how much protection should be afforded22
these locally non-significant treed areas, if any, since they lie within fully developed23
residential areas.24

25
Of particular concern are disconnected resource fragments located over 150-feet26
from a stream (often separated from the riparian corridor by developed areas having27
no or few trees) receiving only secondary riparian and no wildlife scores, or28
secondary wildlife and no riparian scores.  As their riparian or wildlife habitat29
function is questionable and their environmental quality is low, it may be appropriate30
to reduce the protection from “Lightly Limit (1C)” to “Allow”, especially for parcels31
(vacant or re-developable) that would help meet the city’s housing targets.32

33
For upland treed areas in developed neighborhoods with a “Moderately Limit”34
general ALP recommendation (with large lot zoning: R-10, or where there is no35
possibility for redevelopment due to lot size), and the understory is disturbed by36
human activities such as gardening or non-native landscaping or areas of impervious37
surface area, a reduction to “Lightly Limit (1C)” may be appropriate.  Areas where38
this type of adjustment is appropriate include:39

40
1. An area with a general ALP recommendation of “Moderately Limit” located on41

the east side of NE Jackson School Road, north of NE Rogahn Street, consisting42
of three small areas located adjacent to the SNRO District impact area.43

44
2. An area with a general ALP recommendation of “Lightly Limit (1C)” located on45

both sides of NE Jackson School Road, north of NE Rogahn Street and Jackson46
Elementary School, respectively.47

48
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3. An area with a general ALP recommendation of “Moderately Limit” located1
south of NE Aurora Drive, east of the Glencoe High School track, in the2
backyards of homes fronting on NE Zander Court.3

4
4. An area with a general ALP recommendation of “Moderately Limit” located on5

the east side of NW Glencoe Road, southeast of its intersection with NW Cody6
Court.7

8
5. An area with general ALP recommendations of “Moderately Limit” and “Lightly9

Limit (1C)” located on both sides of NE 3rd Avenue, north of NE Donelson10
Street.11

12
6. An area consisting of upland treed areas with disturbance (buildings, impervious13

surfaces), with general ALP recommendations of “Strictly Limit”, “Moderately14
Limit”, and “Lightly Limit (1C)”.  It is located west of NE Jackson School Road,15
east of NE Geraldine Drive, and south of NE Jamie Drive.  The area with the16
“Strictly Limit” is located within the SNRO District impact area, and the areas17
with “Moderately Limit”, and “Lightly Limit (1C)”, are located beyond it.18


